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Notes
1. For high pressure applications from 150 to 
 500 psig, consult the factory.

2. For applications where hostile chemicals are
 present in the environment, install only metal 
 bowl assemblies without indicators.

3. Units manufactured with the indicators add 1" 
 to overall height of the unit

4. Units with indicators add “i” to the part numbers

Applications
Eliminizer® Combos will remove water, dirt and oil as 
small as 0.01 micron with 99.99998% efficiency.  To 
extend the life of the combo units, install Eliminex® 
Combo units in the mainline.

Installation
Install units in a vertical position with the drains 
pointing downward and the air flowing in the direction 
indicated by the arrow on the castings. Install unit as 
close as possible to the point of use. Always place unit 
before regulator.

Service
Do not attempt to service the unit with the air pressure 
in the bowls; always bleed the air from the unit prior to 
disassembly. Replace element in the 1st stage every 
6-9 months, and the 2nd stage every 12 months. 
Service the drain on a regular 3 month interval to 
ensure proper function and performance of the unit. 
This entails area cleaning/debris removed and soapy 
water bath of the drain.

Model # Height 
(in.)

Width 
(in.)

Depth 
(in.)

Weight 
(lbs.)

3P-020-M02-DC 6.8 6.5 3.0 4.0

3P-060-M03-DC 10.5 8.0 3.8 9.0

3P-060-M04-DC 10.5 8.0 3.8 9.0

3P-090-M04-DC 17.5 10.0 4.6 16.0

3P-090-M06-DC 17.5 10.0 4.6 16.0

3P-150-M08-DC 17.5 10.0 4.6 16.0

Model # Rated Flow (SCFM) Port Size 
(in.) Drain Bowl O-Ring DPI 1st Stage 

Element
2nd Stage 
Element

3P-020-M02-DC 20 ¼ N32-95-979 N32-95-257 optional 3P-060 3C-060

3P-060-M04-DC 60 ½ N32-95-979 N32-95-257 optional 3P-060 3C-060

3P-090-M04-DC 90 ½ N32-95-979 N32-95-256 optional 3P-090 3C-090

3P-090-M06-DC 90 ¾ N32-95-979 N32-95-256 optional 3P-090 3C-090

3P-150-M08-DC 150 1 N32-95-979 N32-95-256 optional 3P-150 3C-150

Standard maximum air pressure is 150 PSIG for polycarbonate bowls. The metal bowl will accomodate 200 PSIG.  
For applications requiring pressure vessels up to 500 PSIG, consult the factory. Rated flow is measured at inlet air pressure of 100 PSIG.
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